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New Wave of Reforms: Outsourcing

Generic Reasons for Outsourcing in Biz Registration
Relevant expertise not available in-house
Lack of funds for development plans (India and Gibraltar)
Combination of both
Cost savings is rarely the reason, but expected on a long run

Many countries have outsourced some aspect of business
registration, particularly development and operation of
computer systems, but there are some that have gone
further - Gibraltar has outsourced its whole registration
system, including core functions.
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World Bank Group Survey:
Outsourced Functions by Biz Registries
53 registries provided information
50% of the countries outsource functions to the private sector
75% with outsourcing to other parts of government

No outsourcing
Outsourcing to
private sector

Outsourcing to
both public and
private sectors
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Outsourcing to
public sector

Functions outsourced by the registries in the 53
countries, ICT functions outsourced
Of the 53 biz registries:
40 outsource some function
29 outsource functions to the private sector
22 outsource functions to other parts of government
11 outsource functions to both public and private sectors
Mostly ICT- related functions: systems development, computer operations,
web site management:
36 outsource systems development
25 outsource computer operations
26 outsource web site management
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Non-ICT functions outsourced by the registries

Other outsourced functions:
14 registries outsource receipt and examination of documents –
5 registries outsource to the private sector and 9 to government
17 registries outsource issue of certificates and provision of
company information – 8 registries to the private sector and 9 to
government
17 registries outsource handling of enquiries (in person, by
telephone or in writing) – 6 registries to the private sector and 13 to
government, including some that use both.
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Main activities outsourced for biz registration either to the
private sector or to another governmental agency
Main activities outsourced by business registries

Handling enquiries
Systems development
Providing information

Registration action
Computer operations
Web site management
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Risks, problems, lessons learned:
UK - was privatization an option?
The
problem:
The
solution:
The
result:

a political initiative for privatization of
government services
Consultation and market‐testing of new
activities
Outsourced call centre; use of private sector
where relevant skills not available in‐house;
continuing re‐evaluation

LESSON FROM UK
• Market-testing can lead to retaining functions inhouse
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Risks, problems, lessons learned:

Colombia – registration with Chambers of Commerce
The
problem:
The
solution:
The result:

No state funding
The role of CoC in the law
A national database; cooperation with other agencies;
commercial and tax registration effected within 2 days;
OSS extended to cover other agencies.

LESSONS FROM COLOMBIA
• Private sector organization can finance
• A private organization managing the registry needs legal
authority
• A chamber of commerce can provide a range of services to
support businesses as well as maintain the register
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Risks, problems, lessons learned:
South Africa – reaching out to remote areas
The
problem:

Providing services to businesses over a vast
geographical area
The
Partnership agreements with development
solution:
agencies and the Post Office
The result: Services now offered via an increasing number
of offices (currently 128)

LESSONS FROM SOUTH AFRICA
• Different customers require different service
• Partnership arrangements with other organizations to provide
services in remote areas
• Decentralization requires training of staff in partner
organizations
• Documents and fees submitted at post offices
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Risks, problems, lessons learned:
India – involving the private sector
The problem:

Inaccessibility of registration offices; complex
procedures; slow service; lack of funding

The solution:

PPP involving a private-sector company in
development of systems and operation of
existing and new offices
Improved outreach; several awards for
innovation and customer service

The result:

LESSONS FROM INDIA
• Within a national e-governance plan.
• PPP - private sector partner provides both skills and finance
• A pilot implementation for large-scale projects
• Different approach to legacy vs. new registrations
• Service-level agreement with any contractor and arrangements for
monitoring
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Risks, problems, lessons learned:
Belgium – private sector one-stop shops
The problem: Rationalize collection and use of data
throughout government
The solution: Introduction of a centralized database
and private-sector one-stop shops
The result:
One-stop process for registration with
Register of Legal Entities, VAT and
Social Security

LESSONS FROM BELGIUM
• OSS can simplify administrative procedures
• OSS can be operated by private sector companies with access to a
government database
• The number and location determined by the market – no need to limit
• Registration can take place alongside commercial activities
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Problems with IT Rights and Contracts:
Lessons from Nigeria and Latvia
Rights to the software, Nigeria:
In 2005 Nigeria replaced the paper based system with electronic, but the
contractor retained the IP rights over the software
Amendments were needed later to integrate with tax registration
Solution was found more than three years later
Rights to the data, Latvia
The Registry needed to enhance computer systems, lack of funds,
arrangement with a company to provide IT services for exclusive rights to
sell Registry data for 10 year s
Funding resolved, but the website information lacked the official status
Ministries had to pay a private-sector company at the market rate
Contract contrary to newer EU law
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